
Welcome to class 4Ts assembly. 

We have been listening to the poem “The Magic Box” by Kit Wright. 

 

The poet has used lots of different stylistic devices. 

 

Such as: 

Repetition 

Alliteration 

Onomatopoeia  

Simile 

And Metaphor. 

 

See if you can hear some of these…. 

 

 

 

 

We have been inspired to write our own version of the magic box. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

I will put in my box 

Connor: A chocolate as hard as rock 

Evie N: An elephant as big as Mars 

Lawrence: A giant Chinese dragon 

Liam: A hot snowman and a cold sun 

Nikola: A blue swan pale white tears 

Haydon: A series of explosions covered with sapphire 

Sienna: The last roar of a grand mystic fire dragon 

Danny: Millions of candle to remember the people who dies in the war 

Isla: A cute fluffy hamster that runs around 

Ethan C: A power Porsche that is as fast as a lightening bolt 

Tannah: A magical mirror that shines like the moon 

Tegan: The tasty silver sweets that shine in the sun 



Izzy: Entertainment on the life saving tv 

Archie W: Magical creature that can see in the dark 

Ben: A golden eagle gliding through the air  

Abi: A mythical creature that only comes out at night 

Hollie: Lots of tasty sweet smelling  of yummy popcorn 

Archie S: A TV that transports you to a new place 

Lillie: The Taj Mahal ruled by the Red Water Dragon 

Nathan:A tasty Hawaiian Pizza wash ashore an hour go 

 Ethan: A wish of magic 

Heidi: A young cute kitten meowing for its milk. 

Robert:  Flying Flipping fantastic dolphins 

Ewan: A pair of wings as white as snow.  

Lottie: A shimmering golden shooting star 

Sam: Huge jar of delicious nutty Nutella 

Evie H:  Hailstones that gently fall down on the slippery ground 



Elliott:  A helicopter which makes a racket 

Amber:  A beautiful rose and a field of diamonds 

Lexie:  Tiny puppies fly with gleem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


